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All College Sing
showcases talent
Sawicki is also a member of the
Centurian Fraternity whose group
won the first place award for their
Students lined up for a half a performance of the .SO's song ^Silblock in hopes of getting tickets to houette "
•
the big evening sponsored by the
Other winners included the
Social Activities Committee. Cosmos' performance of "No Rain"
Twenty minutes before the show and "Dear Mr. Fantasy," Jason Law
was scheduled to begin, the tickets ('97) and Heidi Bronkema('97) with
were sold out.
their performance of "Always,"
The students that were able to see Martha Miller ('95) performing
the All College Sing were lucky in a "And I'm Telling You I'm Not
lot of ways. Not just because they Going, and Mantu Joshi ('95) perwere able to get tickets and find a forming his original song entitled
decent seat, but because once they "Mommie Back."
got in they were able to see an outThe acts ranged from some that
standing collage of talented per- were very animated and light like
formers.
the
Alpha
Gamma
Phi's
"I was impressed to see such a devastatingly cute performance of
great turn out for this event," said
See SING page 8
SAC member Scott Sawicki ('95).
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor

\
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Mantu Josh! plays whole heartldly In his performance at the 1993 All College Sing.

Motion to remove Centennial Park/ Studefifa fa pray for
Brownstone representative rejected
ntt/j
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Student Congress rejected a motion to remove Valerie Pacheco ('96)
from her seat as Centennial Park/
Brownstone representative by a vote
of 24:3 Oct. 7.
Residents of Centennial Park
apartments began circulating a petition among the 120 residents and
24 residents of Brownstones a week
after the Sept. 16 elections in an
effort to oust Pacheco on grounds
that she could not sufficiently represent her district when living in a
cottage located on 11th St.
Once a resident of Centennial,
Pacheco and her roommates were
forced to move when the ceiling of
their apartment collapsed in Sept.,
prior to Congress elections.
Pacheco circulated her petition

for nomination before the cave-in
and continued to proceed with the
uncontested election after she knew
she would be moving.
Congress gave Pacheco authorization to run on the basis that several
Congress members represent cottages or halls in which they do not
reside. In fact, last year Pacheco
lived in Voorhees while representing the Voorhees/Van Vleck district.
Though Pacheco said she explained her move to constituents
before the election and asked them
for their ok, representatives from
Centennial attending the forum said
they still felt Pacheco had moved
out "...almost as if it were behind
our backs..."
"She is a very competent and a
very hard worker but we need someone who understands," said Centennial resident Pam Gunther ('94).

'Not living here, she couldn't
"Not
couldn t fully
grasp the scope of that situation. It is
a very old building with many problems."
Pacheco said she again polled
the residents of Centennial before
the Oct. 7 meeting on the issue, but
did not talk to Brownstone residents
as she was recovering from pneumonia.
"I did talk to people who signed
the petition without completely understanding it," Pacheco said. "But
for the majority of people 1 talked to,
it (living off the premises) was no
big concern."
Pacheco does not foresee any
problems with keeping in touch with
her constituents. She will continue
to keep in touch through letters,
phone calls and by going door-todoor, methods she said worked well
last year.

Cirriculum adjustments made
by Amy Vivio
staff reporter
In an attempt to increase academic excellence, the Hope College
administration is currently working
to change the overall curriculum by
reducing faculty and student
workloads.
In keeping with the Hope in the
Future Campaign, a program which
strives to enhance the academic program and the quality of student life,
the administration hopes to enhance
the liberal arts experience by improving faculty recruitment, development and student retention. The
project is estimated to be completed
during the 1996-97 school year.
The Ad Hoc Committee on Curricular Restructuring, chaired by
George Ralph of the theatre department, proposed many possible
changes. The foremost of these
involves changing the number of
courses students will take and faculty will teach per semester. A
student's normal course load will be
reduced from five to four classes.
Faculty will be responsible for three
classes instead of four.

Classes themselves will also
change. Most courses will be worth
four credits instead of three credits,
though students will not necessarily
meet in class for four hours each
week. This will give students more
lime outside of class to prepare and
give professors flexibility in assigning outside-of-class work, group
work, or papers to make courses
more in-depth.
The same number of credits, 126,
will be required for graduation, so
one-, two-, or three-credit courses
will still be offered.
The committee has also suggested
that core requirements be reduced
from 57 to 50 credits. In other
words, core classes would then make
up 40 percent of the courses required for graduation instead of the
current 45 percent.
Some other issues currently being discussed include more core
choices for students; whether or not
some core courses can be taken to
fulfill more than one requirement,
and additional requirements; such
as community service should be
implemented
Under the new system, most

majors will be retooled to require 36
or fewer credits. Most minors will
have a ceiling of 20 credits.
Each student would then take a
minimum of 64 credits outside of
the major. At least 32 credits will be
earned in courses outside of the division in which the major is located.
These numbers include core courses.
Members of the committee are
presently communicating with faculty members about the proposed
changes.
Professors' feelings vary widely
on the subject. Some say that students and faculty are spread too thin
right now because of their academic
commitments. Others have said that
students won't put more unstructured time to good use. One professor said that restructuring the
curriculum is a good idea because it
will open the door for discussing
new options concerning classes.
Though the process is still in the
beginning stages, students need to
get involved Ralph said. Student
Congress will facilitate discussion
and plans to provide open forums
for students and faculty to express
their views.
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by Rob Harrison
staff reporter
This morning students gathered
in the Pine Grove to begin praying at
the 1993 Annual Prayer Vigil for
Peace and Justice, a Hope tradition
in its 11th year, sponsored through
the Chaplain's Office.
The Vigil began at 11 a.m. with a
chapel service in the Pine Grove and
will continue through the night, with
individuals and groups taking their
turns keeping watch for half an hour.
A ten minute service Thursday from
10:50 a.m. to 11 a.m. will conclude
the 24-hour Vigil.
According to Assistant Chaplain
Dave Dalenberger, part of the purpose of the Vigil "is to build awareness of issues of pcace and jusiicc."
He noted that "vigil" means "keeping watch." Those who participate
are keeping watch over the world
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through prayer. They are encouraged to consider issues in the world
at large, such as Bosnia and Somalia, in this country and in their own
lives and community.
Many groups take the opportunity to pray together as an organization. Several groups on campus
signed up for time slots last year, as
did fraternities and sororities.
Dalenberger, who rose at 3 am
last yeatto take part in the vigil, said
that many people have expressed
curiosity and concern about the latenight time slots.
During late night hours. Public
Safety will be present to ward off
any potential hazards.
As for rising in the middle of the
night to pray, Dalenberger considered it a good experience. "It's a
good ciicmop for us to acknowledge
God's presence in a w a j
might not normally."
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Taking responsibility for trash

Many years ago, my family put
in a pool to our back-yard. When
the hole was being dug, lots of
"things^ were turning up. To me
as a ten-year-old, this stuff was
really cool. There were neat old
bottles and toys and stuff, most of
it in really bad shape.
I couldn't figure out how all
that stuff got into my back-yard,
nor could I figure out why. So, I
asked my neighbor, the oldest
peson in my neighborhood. She
told me a little story.
It seems the man that owned
the house back about 20 or 30
years, deciced to clean out his
house; so he dug a big pit. He then
proceeded to throw all of his
refuse into it and cover the hole
back up. Nice. Real nice. My
back-yard was once some guy's
personal landfill. That was
recycling back in "the olden
days."
* I did something today that I
never really did before; I actually
began to recycle. I know, this is
the '908 and everybody recycles.
It's that whole "Save the Earth"
thing; but I didn't
I'm pretty hypocritical. You
see, I'm the production editor here
at The Anchor, meaning I'm the

one in charge of producing the
paper. Sometimes there's just a
little bit of left-over space, so I put
in a great little "space-filler."
These usually consist of some sort
of non-paid for ad. a public
service announcement. My
favorite are the recycling ads, the
ones that beg, plead and order you
to take the responsibility of
recycling the newspaper.
There are a great many of these
little ads. I've even authored and
designed many of them. I do have
my personal favorites. Among
them is one from last year; it says
something like, "Recycle this
paper or else—The Trees." That
one I can't claim credit for. But I
can say I did write the one that
said, "Be global —Recycle this
issue" Also, I wrote that other one
that said, "Save the Planet,
Recycle."
Now I'm admitting to you, and
everyone else reading this, I don't
practice what I preach; but I'm
going to start.
Just today, like I said earlier, I
began to recycle. I crushed my
empty soup and pineapple cans
(which somebody in my apartment
had already collected up, removed
the labels and washed out) and put

them in a box to take down to the
recycling closet, where they will
be taken by some R.A or R.D. to a
collection station. Hey, give me a
break, it's a start.
I am going to do more. I'm
collecting all of my Anchors and
USA Today's and Sentinals that
are scattered about my dinky
Centennial Park apartment and
taking them to that little closet too.
I am using some spare milk crates
(I found them behind a dairy near
my home) as recycling bins. One
is for paper, another for metal and
one more for glass and plastic (I
only have three). So, I am actually
doing something.
What I want you to do, is not to
do what I was doing. Don't say
you support something in words
and then not back it up in action. I
know I'm not alone. There are a
lot of people out there not recycling for various reasons; either
they don't have the time, the
know-how, the money for those
fancy bins sold at Meijer's or they
just don't care, but that's got to
change. Now is not the time for
excuses or non-action. Now is the
time for you, me and everyone
else to take responsibility for what
we're throwing away.

Abortion-Cancer link possible
Pro-Lifers are cautious on News
riages (spontaneous abortions) also
result in the weakening of a woman's
natural defenses.
Their statistical argument points
A recent issue of World magazine
published a stunning article on the id certain studies where there is a
link between abortion and breast significant potential, though not
cancer. In 1989, the British Inter- proof, that such a link exists. A
national Journal of Epidemiology "look-ahead" study in Connecticut
published a New York study which conducted with 3,315 women who
indicated a causal relationship be- had a miscarriage in their first
pregnancy concluded that the mistween abortion and breast cancer.
Pro-Choice forces funded a study carriage doubled the chances of later
in Sweden to counter the New York developing breast cancer.
Other "case-controlled" studies
study. But the results of the studies
in Sweden are believed to be con- confirm this link. Brind and
firming those of the New Y ork study Somerville say that "an analysis of
that breast cancer risks increase all reputable studies done to date
abuut 90 percent for women who suggests, as a conservative figure,
end theirfirstpregnancy by abortion. that women who have miscarriages
Joel Brind, a breast cancer re- or abortions before the first live birth
searcher in New York, started to initially have a risk 50 percent higher
take notice of the New York tests in than women who do not."
The logical argument used by
November 1992. He also came
across a significant database going various proponents of this theory is
back 20 years in the United States that "there has been during the past
and Britain, which prompted him to two decades dramatic parallels between the increase in abortions and
further his study.
Scott Somerville, a 1992 Honors the increase in women's breast
graduate student from Harvard Law cancer." Brind and Somerville are
School, has also been working with quick to point out that these studies
can not be merely ignored, but that
Brind.
Three arguments are proposed serious consideration should be
given to them, because of the poby Brind and Somerville.
Their biological argument is that tential lives that are at stake.
In the World article, Somerville
during the first full pregnancy,
hormonal changes permanently al- is quoted to have said, "Key inditer the structure of a woman's breast, viduals in the abortion industry have
so that at the end of the pregnancy been aware of this link since at least
the risk of cancer is reduced. But a 1982. Malcolm Pike explicitly
termination of the pregnancy due to identified abortion as a risk factor in
abortion interrupts the defense pro- breast cancer in 1981. A number of
cess. This argument is also studies followed up his work. A
strengthened by the fact that miscar- close look at who knew what, and
by Feler Bose
staff reporter
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when, leads to the inescapable conclusion that the abortion industry
has intentionally kept this information from its patients for the last 12
years."
World followed up on these
findings by asking for professional
response from pro-life doctors. Most
doctors point out that this is "cutting
edge" material. And all the doctors
suggested that extensive additional
research needs to be done. One
doctor said, "I would call this highly
fascinating— even compelling in
some regards— but still needing
hard study before anyone can get up
and say he has proved the case. In
that regard, I think Somerville goes
a little too far, even while doing us a
great service."
The same doctor also said, "You
can do many, many manipulative
things with statistics—and you can
actually convince yourself that
something is the case long before
you've conclusively proved it."
Other physicians suggested that prolifers should not "Get themselves
out on a limb with less-thanknowledgeable use of the data."
Somerville said that, ironically,
most of the research has been done
with the resources of pro-Choise
doctors. "If there is manipulation,"
he counters, "it is manipulation by
those who wanted to prove something other than what they came up
with." Somerville also believes that
these findings should be given wider
exposure, so that people have all the
necessary information to make the
right decisions.
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SOMALIA
U.S. A m y Chief Warrant Officer Michael Durant was released last
Thursday after 11 days of captivity. Durant was captured when his
Blackhawk helicopter was shot down during an unsuccessful raid on
the headquarters of warlord Aidid. Released with Durant was a Nigerian
soldier captured over a month ago.. President Clinton reaffirmed his
March 31,1994 pullout date for American forces in Somalia.
LOS ANGELES
Jury deliberations in the trial of two defendants accused of beating
truck driver Reginald Denny resulted in the conviction of the two
defendants on lesser charges. Damian "Football" Williams was convicted on one count of simple mayhem which carries a maximum
penalty of eight years in prison as well as four counts of assault Henry
Keith Watson was found guilty on a charge of simple assault, and not
guilty on two counts of robbery. Williams faces retrial on counts of
premeditated murder and a charge associated with simple mayhem.
Denny's lawyer expressed disa^ointment with the verdicts, but stressed
that Denny wished to put the incident behind him.
UNITED STATES
Lawyer Michael Rothchild obtained a 25,000 word document
detailing the dismissal of 1,800 scoutmasters between 1971 and 1991
for alleged molestation of scouts. The document contained letters from
both alleged molesters and those scouts who had allegedly suffered
abus^. The Scouts' organization maintain that they have been vigilant
in preventing abuse of members. The Boy Scouts of America have
suffered declining membership on account of molestation charges in
recent years.
WASHINGTON
The Brady Bill, which provides for stricter regulations on handguns
will be presented to President Clinton by the end of next month.
According to the House subcommittee chairman on crime. Democratic
leaders wish to incorporate the bill in the larger crime package in order
to maintain broad support. However, the subcommittee chair promised
to separate the Brady Bill for independent consideration if the crime
package becomes mired in partisan debate.
HAITI
The Haitian Ministerof Justice, Guy Maiary, was assassinated along
with two aides last week. The violence comes as the prospects for a
peaceful settlement for the Haitian political situation worsens. Both the
Army commander and police chief who had previously agreed to step
down in a negotiated agreement refused to do so. President Clinton
appealed to those in opposition to the return of Haitian President
Aristide to follow the negotiated peace or face
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October 6,1993
Submitted by Secretary Kristen Douglass
Opening Remarks
•Called to order at 8:05 p.m.,
Justin Simpson was absent.
•Attendance policy explained,
30 min. minimum required.
Board Committee and Organization Reports
•Sexual Harassment Council
met, proposed major change in
policy concerning lists of people
accused of harassment.
•Announcement concerning
Board of Trustees visit to campus
next Thurs..
•Simpson selected to Parking
Appeals Committee.
•Appropriations Committee
heard budget requests for Sailing
Club and Women's Issues Organization.
Traditional Constituency Reports
•Pacheco suggested Congress
look into bookstore prices.
•Pacheco turned in a constituent complaint concerning a campus-wide standard time. .
•Heaton had a constituent card
from Joel Platinga concerning
Phelps meal times.
Budget Reports
•Yantis reported an ad-hoc request to Appropriations Committee from Greek Council to allocate
$550, moved by Yantis, seconded
by K. Foster, motion passed.
New Business
•Update given on Student
Union Desk by Anne Bakker-Gras.
•Heaton motions to change
Kletz hours seconded by Gaston,

amended concerning Sunday
hours, passed with one abstention.
Task Group Reports
•Intramural task group is preparing to do research,
•Student Religious Life task
group plans to attend chapel on
Fri., plans to discuss chapel attendance with Dean of Chapel, and
hopes to unite all Christian organizations.
•Campus Improvement and
Beautification task group wants
to increase outdoor lighting; they
will speak with Greg Mayberry.
•Health Clinic task group will
meet with clinic director to rearrange hours and increase service;
also, they wish to compare the
clinic to other college clinics.
•Campus-Immediate Neighborhood Relations task group is
thinking about holding a block
party, clothing drive and sponsoring families, working closely with
volunteer services.
Closing Announcements ,
•Foster suggested personal
visits to constituents.
• Yantis and Douglass attended
the Student Leadership Conference at Calvin.
• Yantis urged Congress to think
of new ways to sell more yearbooks.
•Meeting adjourned at 9:45
p.m.
•Next meeting: Thurs., Oct. 21,
8 p.m., Kollen Hall Lounge

DCS explores Christianity
by Karen Marty
staff reporter

/Anchor archive photo

COMING IN FOR THE FINISH: Hope's 16th annual RunBlke-Swlm-Walk Is coming this Saturday, Oct. 23.

Hope College has a new and improved group of fun-loving and diverse students roaming around
campus. Just what is this group?
It's the Union of Catholic Students
(UCS).
Wait. I promise if you continue
reading, you'll find this group does
not sit around talking about the
priesthood or separation of church
and state. UCS has grown from less
than ten students last year to 30 or
more this year.
"In the past, a lot of people seemed
interested in the beginning, but the
people in charge didn't have the
time or the initiative, I don't think,
to get things going," said Amy Fox
(495), vice president of UCS.
This year, UCS has taken the
time as well as the initiative to get
things going and to focus the group
on four main areas. These are education, service, spirituality and the
social aspects of being a Catholic.
An important message UCS
wants to get across is that they are a
groop that is open to participation
by anyone. You need not be a
Catholic to participate in UCS. It is
important, they feel, that different
religious groups interact together.
"What does it mean to be a
Catholic, an active Catholic? We

are here to learn that together," said
Fox. "I think there are a lot of
Catholics that don't know what it
means to be Catholic."
Heading up UCS are President
Wendy Murray ('95), vice president
Fox, secretary Cathleen Dominiak
('95), treasurer John Adamson ('97)
andpublicitydirectorJulieZwiesler
(*97)
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The first meeting, to be held Oct.
21, wUl be an informal meeting to
get to know new members. The
second meeting will focus on "every thing you wanted to know about
Catholics, but were afraid to ask."
It will be a question and answer
period for any student who wishes
to participate, including students
with religious affiliations other than
Catholic."It is a perfect opportunity
to ask whatever question you want,"
said Fox.
There will be a panel of priests
and youth leaders from St. Francis
De Sales and Our Lady of the Lake
there to answer any and all questions.
For those questions some students
may be too embarrassed to ask, there
will be anonymous questioning.
That is, you throw your question
into a hat with others and no one will
know who asked that question about
Catholic viewpoint concerning birth
control.
Future plans for UCS include a
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"I'm really excited about UCS
getting started up again," said
Murray. "I hope that we can reach
out to and relate to a lot of different
people through our main focus
points. I'm also excited about
meeting and interacting with other
Catholic students."
"Just to have the opportunity to
start this up again is exciting to me,"
said Adamson. "I think the response
from the campus to what we are
trying to do will be strong."
Everyone is welcome at UCS
meetings. Keep an eye out for fliers
around campus. Meetings will be
held bi-weekly on Thursday at 9
p.m. Location will be announced.

Run-Bike-Swim-Walk Living Cheap in Holland
hosted at Dow Center Desperately searching for a cheap date
by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter
The 16th annual Run-BikeSwim-Walk, an event sponsored by
ODL Inc. of Zeeland in conjunction
with the physical education department, will be held this Saturday,
Oct. 23, at the Dow Health Center.
There are several options for
participants in this event. A 3.1 mile
run around Windmill Island begins
at 10 a.m., a half mile swim will be
held in the Dow Center's Kresge
Natatorium at 9:15 a.m. for those 15
and up (it begins at 8:30 a.m. for
those 14 & under), and a bike race
begins at 9 a.m. in Holland Municipal
Stadium for non-registered cyclists.
Protective helmets are required, and
an on-sight safety check of bicycles
will be held before the competition.
A new addition to this year's
event is a two mile walk which

begins at the Dow at 10 a.m. In this
event, individuals will be asked to
predict the time it will take them to
walk the two miles; the ten whose
estimates most closely match their
time will be awarded medals.
Also new for this year is the nocost Health Fair, which has been
coordinated by Donna Eaton, the
director of the health dynamics
program at Hope. The open-house
formatted Health Fair, held in the
Dow, will allow participants as well
as spectators to receive information
about subjects ranging from their
own nutritional analysis and stress
management techniques to the calculation of their muscle strength,
percentage of body fat, flexibility,
and blood pressure.
An estimated three to five hundred alumni, students, parents and

See RUN page 8

Freshman lands role of Evita
by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter
When she arrived at Evita auditions her hope was to make the
chorus. Three call-backs later
Elizabeth Owens ('96) was told that
she had not been selected for chorus,
but instead had won the lead role of
Evita herself.
"It was completely unexpected,"
says Owens. "I hadn't even hoped to
play Evita."
Evita director John Tammi said
that casting itself is a difficult process, and casting Owens was hard
because he had never seen her in any
shows or worked with her.
"I sensed that she was mature
enough to handle the pressure of the
role her first semester in college.
Also, there is a quality to the music
that not just anybody can do, and she
had it," said Tammi, who is happy to
add that Owens has proven to be a

good choice and is great to work
with.
Rehearsals now occupy a large
portion of Owens' time, with a four
hour rehearsal each night as well as
time she spends on her own practicing and researching her character.
Owens, from Mason, a small
town near Lansing, is a theatre major whose goal is to someday be a
working actress. She chose to attend
Hope because of the high quality of
its theatre department and the
knowledge of the professors.
Owens said that she is like her
character; they both set goals and
achieve them, but Evita is more
headstrong and conniving.
"It's really fun to play Evita because I can be someone that I
couldn't be in real life," says Owens
of her scheming role.
Evita will be performed in the
DeWitt Main Theatre Nov. 12,13,
and 17 through 20.

by Amy Seibert
features editor
It's getting to be about that time
of year when students are past the
"Hi, what's your major?" stage
and must face at the beginning of
each new school term. If you are a
swinging single, chances are
you've already staked out the campus for potential dating material
and are now moving in for the kill.
So, now that you have your
cross hairs fixed on that special
someone, it's time to wipe out any
doubt in your honey's mind that
the two of you are destined to be
together for ages eternal. Sometimes the traditional dinner and
movie option works, like when you
want to avoid interesting conversation at all costs and have no
desire to get to know your designated victim.
For those college students with
big hearts and bigger phone bills,
we at The Anchor have come to the
rescue with some cheap yet intellectually stimulating (translation: FUN) dates to get your
creative juices flowing.
•If you think a
date isn't a date if
you don't consume some type of
food, why not have a food scavenger hunt? Just pick a residence hall
on campus, go door to door and see
how much food you can mooch off
of your friends in one evening.
•If you've ever craved s'mores
but haven't had the patience or
dorm space to build a nice bonfire
for marshmallow roasting, try going to Meijer's and purchase some
chocolate bars, a bag of jumbo
marshmallows, a box of graham
crackers, and a lighter. Be careful
not to bum your fingers while you
hold the marshmallows over the
lighter flame, and you've got an
anytime, anywhere snack.

•Take a different approach to
"going out to dinner." For example,
eat fast food by candlelight, picnic
in the Pine Grove, or cook a multicourse meal together, including a
yummy dessert.
•Since the weather is still somewhat tolerable for mortals, now
would be the perfect time for a nice
out-of-doors frolic. Go fly a kite,
look for nifty stones on the beach, or
build a sandcastle. A variation for
those cold winter

et
months: build an igloo.
(For these next few suggestions,
you should probably make sure that
your special friend understands that
the only green you have in your
pocket is in the form of lint.)
•Make a day out of window
shopping, for instance. Test all of
the phones, radios, televisions, and
recliners. Be sure to try on lots of
expensive and outrageous outfits.
You could even bring a Polaroid®
camera to capture your newfound
modeling ability on film.
•Going to a formal event and
considering renting a luxury car?
How about a U-Haul? Stock it with
a couch, a television, a radio, some

snacks and a few plants to make
things nice and homey. Then ask a
pal who owes you a favor to drive
the rig while you and your sweetie
live it up in the back.
(After that initial first date you
can venture into the uncharted
realm of potentially messy dates.)
-If the weather outside is frightM , you and that special someone
could find puddle-jumping quite
delightful. Find a few huge ones
and just go crazy. This activity is
especially gratifying when you've
just drenched your new flame with
a powerful stomp. Caution: Don't
try this if either one of you religiously uses a lot of hair styling
products.
•Did you ever stop to think
how much fun those guys at
Consumer Reports must have
testing all of those products and
trashing them? You can do the
same. Have taste tests between
Coke® and Pepsi® or Rold Gold®
and Mr. Salty®. Wear all white to
an Italian restaurant and spill sauce
and salad oil all over yourselves.
Then go home and stage a reenactment of the Didi Seven®
/ W commercial. Does it really
remove tough stains on contact?
•Return to your childhood and
get your hands on an Etch-aSketch®, some Play-doh®, a set
of Legos®, a Lite Brite®, some
Lincoln Logs®, a Mr. Potato
Head® doll and an assortment of
finger paints. Go hog wild. There's
nothing like the bond of having
created something together, even
if it is only a batch of ShrinkyDinks®.
There, that should get you
started. If you soon find yourself
back at the Holland 7 every Friday
night, check out Creative Dating
and More Creative Dating, both by
Doug Fields and Todd Temple.
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Editorial

All College Sing
After last year's major disappointment, the 1993 All
College Singcouldn'tpossibly be worse. However, it was
more than "not worse", it was excellent!
The performances this year were better than ever. In
the past, it has been easy to figure out who would win in
the end, but competition was tight this year (especially in
the category of solo/duet/or trio).- Between Mantu Joshi,
Martha Miller and the duet of Heidi Bronkema and Jason
Law, the judges had a tough job, one I wouldn't wish on
my worst enemy.
In the past, a large percentage of the participants have
shown up drunk and disorganized, breaking up into
laughter halfway through their songs or reading lyrics off
their hands.
This year's group of performers were very professional.
It was obvious that most of the performers were naturally
talented and cared about their performance.
The show was well-planned and moved along
smoothly. This may have been due, in part, to the emcee
of this year's Sing, Alex Cole.
Some might have caught his act on campus before
during May Day festivities (back when it was called May
Day). True, there were some repeat jokes in his act, but it
wasn't his planned material which kept the crowd in
stitches (although it was hilarious as well).
Unlike his predecessor, the infamous Hugh Fink (the
unpopular comedian hired to emcee the last two
competitions), Cole was able to keep the show moving
along swiftly, filling time making jokes about the tech
crew and unusual laughs of audience members.
At one point. Cole even jumped off the stage and ran
all the way up into the balcony to answer a couple of
hecklers asking for Cole to "get some material!"
Bringing the competition back to the Knickerbocker
Theatre also added to the professional quality of the event.
Although it meant fewer people were able to attend, the
overall effect in the theatre was worth it. The acts sounded,
as well as looked, better in the smaller setting than in the
Civic Center, where it was held last year.
Congratulations to all those involved in this year's
Sing. It was a great event for all! The only complaint may
have been the fact that not everyone was able to see it.

Corrections
• In the October 6 issue of The Anchor, we mistakenly referred to
the Campus Assault Awareness Response Education as CARE. The
correct acronym is CAARF. We apologize for any confusion this
might have caused.

&

CLtHTOU's STRAtEQIG WITHPR
FOX fONALJh
An explanation from the editor...
Welcome back! Okay, maybe
that's a little late in coming, but, this
is our first issue since Fall Break and
I didn't get a chance to say that yet!
We at The Anchor took a muchneeded break last week, but now
we're back and ready to bring the
news to you once again!

HOMECOMING

Although we weren't able to get
in much information about this
year's Homecoming Activities, we
thought we'd provide a handy listing of the scheduled events.
We figured that this serves you,
our readers, better than a story
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
written about the history of Homecoming and then hiding all the events
I haven' t been around for a while, in the middle of paragraphs for you
at least, not this part of me you are to search through. Most likely, all
reading right now.
you really want to know is "What
There has actually been so much time is the parade?"
For those of you who were
feedback, in the form of letters to the
editor, that I haven't had any space looking for that in-depth look at
to put my two cents in. Not that I'm Homecoming, don't worry. There
will be complete coverage of all the
complaining!
I enjoy seeing readers get all activities in next week's issue!
excited about the issues at hand and
wanting the Hope community to CONGRESS MINUTES
understand their viewpoints. That's
You may have noticed something
the original intention of this page.
Thanks to all of those who have new on the national news page the
written. Keep it up!
last couple of issues. We've been

Heather Mumby
printing the minutes from Studen
Congress meetings.
Congress has made it clear tha
they want to be as open to the studen
body as humanly possible. So, th
printing of the minutes, submitte
by Student Congress secretar
Kristen Douglass, will show yo
exactly what Congress is doing
their weekly meetings, to make sur
your voice is being heard and Con
gress is doing something about it.
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CIS speaker and PC ideology criticized
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter because I
aTh concemed. I am concemed that
at this "liberal arts college in a
Christian environment" one needs
to be politically correct in their beliefs and ideas or they are dealt much
criticism by their peers and colleagues.
The presentation by Mr. Joseph
Fernandez was another example of

thechoice for "political correctness"
here at Hope. Though he may be
viewed as an "expert" by many in
educational circles, he had nothing
to contribute to the discussion of
what is really wrong in society today. More bothersome to me is that
his ideas were not presented in a
balanced format and were received
as thoughtful "truth" by hundreds of
students. He came to and left Hope
without the students knowing really

where he had been and what h
stood for. There was no dialogue
his bio was misleading, and his pre
sentation lacked substance.
We can do better than this. W
have "Truth" to draw on. Next time
let's tell the truth about our present
ers — the whole truth and nothin
but the truth, so help us God.
Sincerely,
Betsy Peter '94

Concerned parent speaks out against Fernandez
Dear Editors,
Why should five-year olds be
made aware of the homosexual
lifestyle? And why should they be
made aware of it by public school
personnel in a setting where parents'
beliefs are not reinforced or ever
considered? Why should students at
Hope College be presented with a
50 minute speech by someone who
has been relieved of his position, yet
is held up as an "expert" in the area
of education reform? Is he really
considered acredible spokesperson?
If so, why was there a a opportunity
for dialogue about his educational
philosophies?
The "educational establishment"
of which Mr. Fernandez is considered a "leader" has been attempting
to "reform" the educational system
for 30f years. The results of their

attempts have been abysmal, a failure, and the establishment continues (as Mr. Fernandez did) to suggest they have answers to society's
and education's problems.
Mr. Fernandez spent 30 minutes
reciting statistics indicating all of
society's ills, yet when it came to
solutions, his speech was void of
anything meaningful. He said
nothing new. His "solutions" could
have been (and probably were)
presented identically 20 years ago.
It seems rather prideful and arrogant
for the establishment and Mr.
Fernandez to suggest that the educational system has the answers
when, in fact, it has been a part of the
problem these last 30 years of "reform".
American children have been
guinea pigs for each years' newest

latest experiments for education
behavior modification. Mr
Femandez's appearance only re
solved one thing. The answers ar
not in "reform" or younger, mor
explicit "education", but in tumin
back to God (whom Mr. Femande
never mentioned) and His principles
God put parents in charge o
children's education (Deut. 6) —
that's wholQQ^charge in New York
City and that's who needs to tak
charge in each city in America —
including Holland.
Thanks Mr. Fernandez and
"Critical Issues" for issuing a wake
up call — even though you didn'
realize you were the tool for sound
ing the alarm!
Sincerely,
Emilie Wierda
Concemed Parent

A&E

Organist performs
with royal flavor
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor

PR photo by Lou Schakel

AERIAL DANCE COMPANY members, Christy Guth, Linda Grahm-Fallon and
Patricia Vlllanueva dance In "Do You Hear the Angel's Wings?"

Dance and theatre combined
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
Eclectic choreography and distinctive music are just a couple of
things that the Aerial Dance Company will be showcasing in their
performance at the Knickerbocker
Theatre on Saturday Oct. 23.
An affiliate of the Hope College
dance department. Aerial offers
dynamic dancing, with humor making up a major part of the program.
The company was co-founded in
1986 by Linda Graham-Fallon,
Professor of Dance, and Hope
alumni Kate Fomoratto.
The two thought up the idea for
the company after they performed
together for the Liberty Fest, a celebration of diversity sponsored by
The Holland Arts Council.
4t
We worked very well together,"
said Fallon, "and when you work
well with somebody it s6ems almost

stupid not to keep on working."
They did exactly that. Now seven
years later, the company has been a
recipient of the Michigan Dance
Association's "Choreographer's
Award" and various other giants.
They have also toured extensively
around college campuses receiving
a tremendous response from their
audiences.
"There is something very accessible about the company," said
Fallon, "we are very accessible."
Fallon went on to explain that this
accessability had a great deal to do
with the theatrical background of
the co-founders. Both women had
theatrical training in college in addition to their dance studies.
The company of eight dancers
will be performing 11 separate
dances at The Knickerbocker and
the show is expected to last approximately an hour and a half long.
They will be performing long time

favorites such as "Chair Study" and
"The Three Graces," as well as "Scape With SnickerDoodles," which
was choreographed by Maxine
DeBruyn, Professor of Dance, and
was recently added to the repertory.
The concert will also feature the
humorous solo "Add On," the poignant "Mary's Thread" and the new
"I won't grow up." The spiritual
"Do You Hear the Angels Wings"
will be linked with a haunting "Elle
Vient Dans La Nuit" and an investigation into the vast infinity of
"Darkness" to provide a dramatic
suite of dances in the show's second
half. Steven lannacone's fragile
"Bird of Paradise" also provides
graceful contrast to Julio Rivera's
impassioned "Ether."
Tickets for the show at the
Knickerbocker Theatre will be
available for $4 at the door with
children admitted free.

Age of Innocence explores male psyche
by Brian Calandra
movie reviewer
There has been one consistent
aspect to all of Martin Scorsese's
films the powerhouse male performance, usually supplied by Robert
De Niro. Scorsese has spent his directing career delving within the
male psyche, so it's natural that he
would film the story of a man,
confined by society's standards,
forced to choose between the woman
he loves and the woman he is supposed to marry.
In Age ofInnocence the burden of
the dominant male performance rests
'upon Daniel Day-Lewis's (My Left
Foot, The Last of the Mohicans)
shoulders, because the idea of Robert
De Niro playing someone with rock
solid moral standards, after playing
Travis Bickle and Jake LaMotta, is
ridiculous.
Lewis tries his best, and does
extraordinarily well to a certain extent, but his understated and stoic
performance clashes with the
swooping, speedy camera shots, as
well as Thelma Schoonmaker's
brilliant machine-gun editing, that
characterize Scorsese's films. He is
also undone by the story itself, for
after spending two hours trying to
decide between two women, the
decision is made for him.

The eighteenth century subject

matter suits a more restrained and
subtle style, like James Ivory's
{Howard's End, A Room With a
View). The contrasting tones result
in an unsettling feeling that one has
missed something important, when
nothing has really happened.
The film features two remarkable
female performances from Michelle
Pfeiffer {Scarface, Dangerous Liaisons)
and Winona Ryder
{Heathers, Mermaids), playing the
women vying for Lewis' attention.
In the opening scenes, Ryder, who
plays Lewis' conspicuously naive
wife-to-be, appears to continue the
air-headed acting style that was infuriating in Dracula', but as the
movie goes on she stunningly becomes the film's most complex
character.
Pfeiffer is the woman with dark
secrets in her past, and from her first
appearance commands the screen.
She never lets anyone into her mind,
though, and comes off aloof, rather
than sympathetic.
Even with three capable leads,
the film almost sinks from endless,
and needless, voice-over narration,
courtesy of Joanne Woodward {Mr.
and Mrs. Bridge, The Glass Menagerie), Wholechaptersof the book
from which that the movie is based
upon are recited — often for minutes at a time. It is so interminable
that one gets the feeling their mother

is reading them a bedtime story.
Scorsese forgets that the purpose
of a movie is to show, not tell. A
technically staggering one-take
tracking shot, following Lewis as he
enters a ballroom, is almost lost
because the narration is superfluously explaining every character's
motivations, religious beliefs, life
story and favorite breakfast food.
Such blunders almost disguise
the fact that Scorsese has never
manipulated the film medium better.
If you are going to see this film, do
not wait for video, because many
impeccably framed shots will lose
their perfection on a small screen
(especially an exquisite overhead
view of a waltz!).
The film is too short, even though
it's two and a half hours long, so
philosophies and relationships cannot be developed to their full glory,
and must be summed up in the
aforementioned voice-overs, and the
movie essentially becomes an eight
o'clock lecture.
Despite these shortcomings,
Scorsese pulls the film together in
time for a stellar conclusion (which,
incidentally, uses no voice-overs).
Age of Innocence is definitely
worthwhile, but when Oscar time
rolls around this film is really not
deserving of any nominations, save
for the costumes, sets and the misplaced editing.

The second show of the Great
Performance Series, concert organist
John Scott, would be fit for royalty.
In fact, Scott did play for royalty
when he performed during the wedding of Prince Charles and Princess
Diana. This is just one of the things
that makes Scott's performance at
Hope a truly privileged event.
In 1990, Scott was appointed organist and director of music at St.
Paul's Cathedral in London, England, after serving there as assistant
director of music and sub-organist
for several years. Among the highlights of his work at St. Paul's Cathedral was serving as soloist in the
organ voluntaries and accompanist
to Dame Kiri Te Kawana at the
wedding of the Prince and Princess
of Wales in 1981.
In addition to his duties at St.
Paul's Cathedral, Scott is a professor of organ at the Royal Academy
of Music and has served as assistant
conductor to Sir David Willcocks of
the Bach Choir. Prior to joining St.
Paul's Cathedral, he had been assistant organist at both London's Anglican cathedrals, and St. Paul's

Southwark.
In 1978, he was the First Prize
Winner of the Manchester International Organ Competition, and in
1984 he became the first British
musician ever to win the prestigious
International J.S. Bach Organ
Competition in Leipzig Germany.
Scott has had many works written
for him by composers such as Peter
Eben and Charles ^amilleri.
In 1977, Scott became the
youngest organ soloist to appear at
the Proms at the Royal Albert Hall
in London. He has since performed
with several major British orchestras, including the Royal Philharmonic under the baton of Sir Charles
Groves.
He has recorded two albums for
Decca, and his recording at the organ of Southwark cathedral won
Gramophone Magazine's "Critic
Choice Award" in 1983. Recent
compact disc releases on three
London-based labels have brought
wide critical acclaim.
Scott will perform in Dimnent
Chapel on Tuesday, Oct. 26, at 8
p.m. Tickets will be available at the
performance at Dimnent Chapel.
Student tickets are $6.

Faculty series opens
Russell Floyd, clarinet, and Joan
Conway, piano, performed
"Cantiga" by Souza Lima. The lyrHope College faculty members ics of the song express a deep admidisplayed their talent at the opening ration and anticipation of nature's
of the 1993-94 Faculty Recital Se- bloom; "Ah flower of the green
ries on Sunday, Oct. 17 inWichers time," Floyd sang, "Ah flower of
times perfumed that the wind
Auditorium of Nykerk.
Violinists Mihai and Deborah awakens...come adorn my smile
Craioveanu opened the concert with when hope has withered away."
The piece opens with droning,
a performance of the "Duo for Two
Violins in F Major" by Mozart. They repetitive arpeggios on the piano
performed with delicate precision with the luring companionship of
and displayed expressive musical the clarinet. The voice enters magnificently and mysteriously. Each
buoyancy and exactness.
The Craioveanus demonstrated player seemed occupied with his
perfected talent in working together, own independent purpose in the
they communicated freely through piece while each sound combined to
their instruments and smoothly create a mysterious mood. Floyd
passed the melody back and forth. displayed dramatic and expressive
The Craioveanus recently issued talent. The group specializes in repa recording of music for two violins, ertoire for this combination of voice
and maintain busy concert careers and instruments, and it serves as a
as soloists, duo-violinists, and popular concert attraction.
chamber players.
Laura Floyd, soprano, with
see FACULTY page 7
by Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter

Pearl Jam Releases
Latest... Greatest?
by Brent VanderKolk
music reviewer
As one listens through Pearl Jam
their jaw will drop. There is such
great abundance of potential number
one songs it's unbelievable. The
album begins with their first single,
"Go," which is a rumbling beginning to a dark and hypnotic album.
To describe each and every song
between "Go" and the final song,
"Indifference," would be futile. I
am sure I would grossly under-describe the depth of each track. There
is theconstant presence of the grunge
sound, but Pearl Jam offers even
more. There is a dose of seventies
"wa-wa" guitar on some tracks and
even a couple acoustic songs.
There are also three slower songs
which Eddie pours his heart into
entitled "Daughter," "Elderly
Woman Behind the Counter in a

Small Town," and "Indifference."
I've attempted to give you a little
taste of Pearl Jam, but I dare not try
to describe anymore.
With all the problems dealing
with fame that Pearl Jam has encountered, it is amazing they still
put out a great album. No one can
say they "sold-out" nor can anyone
issue them any other mainstream
insult.
Pearl Jam has put together a
masterpiece that you should run out
and get. Pearl Jam is now available
on compact disc, cassette and even
record. Everyone should have this
album in their collection. If you find
somebody who does not go out and
buy this album you should punish
them severely.
This album was donated by
Holland Compact Disc located at
12 W 8th Street just a couple blocks
away from Hope's campus.
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SPORTS
From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling
It's a Hockey Night
"It's a great day for hockey"
— Badger Bob
Stadium noise! Adds his own
For all of those who were
ending to it by finishing on a
eagerly awaiting this week's
column on that great table tennis high note. A must see.
Best goalie that gets no
tournament that's going on in
press- Felix Potvin, Toronto
Australia, the management only
Maple Leafs. The headlines
has one thing to say.
Forget it. Ain't gonna happen, should read "Felix the Cat leaves
Belfour and Barasso in his dust."
no way, no how.
A great pick in fantasy pools.
Because, a few people who
Best Grinder- Bob Errey,
have season tickets to the Cheap
San Jose Sharks. Boldly goes
Seats would be frowning right
where no winger dares to go. In a
now if they saw that I would let
day when physical play in the
the past week's most important
comers goes unnoticed, "Bad
event go, as they say, unnoticed.
Bob Errey" is the best.
One individual even went as
Best Crowd- Chicago. After a
far as to ask directly, "when you
goal, nothing beats Chicago
gonna write about hockey?" To
Stadium fans for revving it up.
which I pondered, when indeed?
I couldn't believe it myself. 1 Not to mention the fog hom! A
set of earplugs might be a must
had said nothing, not a word
for those visiting the first time.
about the one game that, if they
Best Playoff Crowd- Pittshad rehabilitation for, 1 would be
burgh. Igloo fans bring to the
at the head of the line.
arena their own special atmoHowever, a strange thing
happened on the way to the rink. sphere. From the Jaws theme on
the Power Play to a 1940 chant
The hockey Gods turned an
for Ranger Fans, they're the best.
icy cheek and upended my
Best Trumpeter- Claude
Pittsburgh Penguins on their
Scott, Quebec Nordiques. He's
Stanley Cup run last year. But
the annoying little hom that you
you don't have to be a hockey
hear when your favorite team is
illiterate to know who will win
playing there. He may be crazy,
this year. Which we will be sure
but he is a legend.
to reveal at the end of the page.
Best defensive DefensemanSome things you should
Ulf Samuelsson, Pittsburgh. Yes,
know, however, if you plan on
for all you Boston Bruins fans,
making ESPN's National
Hockey Night your home for the it's the man you love to hate, and
believe me, Ulfie hates you
next seven or eight months.
more.
Most likely player to end
Most likely pair to lead
the season, not with the Detroit
hockey into 21st CenturyRed Wings- Paul Coffey. New
Alexandre Daigle, Ottawa
coach Scotty Bowman doesn't
like ' T h e Doctor" because he is
Senators and Eric Lindros,
Philadelphia Flyers. In ten years,
an offenseman not a
thejfe two will be talked about
defenseman. He'll be gone
like Gretzky and Lemieux.
around the All-Star break.
Most exciting player that no
Best Player on the Planetone has heard of- Peter Bondra, Mario Lemieux, Pittsburgh. Will
look like he's doing nothing,
Washington Capitals. The little
then he'll take his game to a level
man skates fast and plays hard
no one can reach. Is the best
and is a legitimate All-Star in
player ever, hands down.
almost any year.
Which of course brings us to
Most exciting announcerthe most important part of what
Mike Lange, Pittsburgh. From
my friend wanted to see when he
"he beat Casey like a rented
mule" to "get in the fastlane
asked me to write about hockey.
grandma, the bingo game is
So, Mr. P, this one's for you. The
ready to roll", he's got the call
Pittsburgh Penguins will defeat
for all.
the Los Angeles Kings to win
Best National Anthemtheir third Stanley Cup ChampiWayne Messmer, Chicago. The
onship in four years.
only one in the world who could
Don't be disappointed fans.
sing over all of that Chicago

— RESTAUHAN T—

Your destination
after the game

Hope Soccer tries to stay on top
closest, apparently on the premise
by Jeff Brown
that Hope liked to trip everyone all
staff reporter
the time.
The rain also provided problems
In women's soccer Saturday Oct.
16, Hope finally managed to score for Alma, who had two injured
for the first time in four games. The players taken off the field. Alma's
previous home game was a score- only help were two suspect goals
less tie against Albion, while their and a flag happy ref. But Hope was
last away game was a scoreless tie not to be deterred, as they were very
hungry for a win.
with Calvin.
Hope women's Soccer will stay
In this game against Alma, Hope
pulled off a 3 - 2 win with scoring in second place, trying to catch up
goals by Kim Nolan ('96), Tracey with first place Kalamazoo.
In the arena of men's soccer,
Phelps (*97) and Shelly Kuyers( 1 %).
It was an incredibly wet day. It Hope lost to Calvin in a close 3-2
was pouring rain most of the game game last Wednesday, Oct. 13. If
and there were visible puddles that not for what the referee claimed to
the players splashed through. This be a hand-ball on a goal by Brad
provided the only obstacle for the Pagratis ('95), Hope probably
Hope team: every time an Alma would've won.
Sadly, this was not to be. Calvin
player fell, the referee would call a
4
foul on whichever Hope player was snuck by Lee Schopp ( 94), despite

some amazing saves. Calvin also
managed to foul without penalty
very often, while both Erick Chittle
( 4 97) and John Van Wieren ('94) got
cards.
Van Wieren did get a few good
hits on the Calvin players, and easily earned the admiration of the
crowd. Calvin's goalie also seemed
to do a good job, even if he was
wearing a hat.
But as most people saw it, it was
not a poor performance on Hope's
part or great playing by Calvin, but
a bad referee. Hope seems to be
plagued by bad calls lately, which
has hindered their overall performance (both in men's and women' s).
Hope's team is still in first though,
with only one loss. They will be
facing Adrian this Saturday at
Adrian's home field.

Dutchmen Stung by Kalamazoo in MIAA Opener
by Pat Marino
staff writer
The MIAA started conference
play on Saturday, Oct. 9 when the
Hornets of Kalamazoo College
buzzed into Holland Municipal
Stadium to take on the Flying
Dutchmen.
This rivalry dates back to 1910
when Kalamazoo beat Hope to start
the series. Hope now holds a series
advantage with 35 wins, 30 losses
and 6 ties. The game took on a
special sigrflficance in 1931 when
the winner of the game received a
pair of wooden shoes as a trophy.
The Wooden Shoe Rivalry, as it has
come to be known, has a tradition of
exciting games.
The first quarter of this years
game was a series of narrow misses
for both teams. The Dutchmen and
Homets each held the ball in opposing territory and failed to score. The
defensive units of both teams stood
tall all afternoon. There would be no
"freebies" today.
In the second quarter Hope struck
first. Runningbacks Jon Slagh( t 94)
and Jason Gibbs( t 95) teamed up for
a big run to get Hope deep into
Kalamazoo territory. Then quarterback Mike DenBraber( t 94) hit Jesse

Crotty( t 96) for a big gain, putting
the Dutch within striking distance.
On a first and ten, Gibbs ran the ball
down to the one yard line to set up
Hopes' first score on a DenBraber
keeper. The point after attempt was
missed and Hope took a 6-0 lead.
It did not take long for the Hornets to get on track after Hope scored.
Despite some poor punting and key
defensive plays by Hope's Chad
A c k e r m a n n ( t 9 4 ) and Brian
DeKorte( i 96), the Homets stormed
ahead in the second quarter. Dave
Sherwood of Kalamazoo tumed a
pass 75 yards up field to make the
score 6-6, after a miss P.A.T.
To end the half, Kalamazoo's
Clint Wagner scored with six seconds left on a two yard run. The
when the teams headed for the locker
room.
At the start of the third quarter
Hope made it clear the game was not
over. Defensive stand—out Malachi
G a l l e g o s ( t 9 5 ) picked off
a
Kalamazoo pass and ran it 19 yards
to set up a Hope score. Brent
Barth( t 94) went in from the I yard
line leaving the score 31-12, Hornets, after another failed P.A.T.
. Kalamazoo moved further ahead
when Bryan Schultz picked off a
DenBraber pass. Kalamazoo QB
Chris Berkimer hit Dave Sherwood

with a long pass of 31 yards for a
Homets touchdown. Brian Horman
was good on the point after and Kzoo held a 20-12 lead.
Hope responded with a touchd
big break when the Homets were
called for pass interference on a
forth down play. The Dutch capitalized on a DenBraber pass to Crotty
for a touchdown. Again the P.A.T.
was missed leaving the Homets in
control 20-18.
The forth quarter held a sense of
urgency for the Dutchmen. Hope's
place kicking unit had failed them
through three quarters of play and
they were down by two points.
Kalamazoo then struck another blow
on a one yard touchdown run by
Wagner, with 9:49 left to play. The
Homets led 27-18.
With Hope on offense, Slagh
rumbled for some big gains to put
Hope within striking distance early
in the forth quarter. With 7:13 left in
the game DenBraber found Tom
Bonnema( i 96) in the endzone to
make the scores 27-24, Homets, after
a forth failed P.A.T. by Hope.
There was still 7:13 left to play.
Both sides had quality opportunities
to score but each side was unyielding
on defense.
Kalamazoo left Holland victorious 27-24.

Hope Runs Away With First MIAA Victory
and to gain their first conference
victory of the season.
The Dutchmen would have no
The Flying Dutchmen seemed to problem accomplishing both these
have their hands full as they rolled objectives.
Hope did this using an
into Alma, to face the Scots.
The Scots boasted an offense unstoppable running attack and an
defense.
The
unlike any Hope has seen before. unrelenting
Alma uses a pass-oriented option Dutchmen's rushing attack was
4
that has been successful enough to spearheaded by Jon Slagh( 94) and
t
rank them second in the NCAA for Tom Bonnema( %).
Slagh gained 108 yards on 17
Division III schools with an average
carries, while Bonnema ran for 111
of 312 yards per game.
Hope entered the game wanting yards on 23 attempts, all this while
to snap their three game losing streak. the defense stonewalled the Scots

Greg Paplawsky
sports editor

from goal post to goal post.
Alma didn't score a touchdown
until the third quarter and those were
the only points they would score the
entire day.
After the final seconds of the
fourth quarter expired Hope College stood as the great David did
over Goliath, with a score of 33-6,
and449 yards of total rushing against
the Alma defense.
Hope now stands l - l in the
MIAA, and 3-3 overall. Next week
the Dutch face Albion in a Hope
homecoming duel.

Casual dining in a contemporary atmosphere
featuring the Best Prime Rib on the West Coast
Plus Seafood, Pasta, Chicken
Always fresh.
Always quality service.
Reservations Accepted
392-3017
4 7 8 E. 16th St.
at C entury Lane
1/8 Mile West of US 31

Football:Sat., Oct. 23
*vs. Albion 2p.m.

Men's SoccerSat., O c t 23 *vs.
Adrian, 1:30 p.m.

Women's SoccenSat.,
OcL23*atAdrian 1:30p.m.

Volleyball:Fri., Oct 22 *vs. Calvin, 6:30 p.m.,
Tues Oct 26 *vs. K-zoo 6:30 p.m.
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GREEKS AND CLUBS! RAISE like you're back at Hope. The apart- Cheap prices. Select Seconds. CorUP TO $1000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK! For your Fraternity,
sorority .and Club and $1000 for
yourself! And a FREE T-SHIRT
just for calling. 1-800-932-0528
ext.75.

SHARE— New inexpensive club
for singles. Get a Deluxe package at
a $9.00 savings with this ad! This
includes: One Advanced Membership, One video submission, two
Video Viewings, for $20.00! Send
SASE to. SHARE, P.O. Box 372,
FruitportMI,49415

ment is clean, spacious, well kept,
and is $39S/month -including heat!
Call (616) 394-4357 for more information— ask for Sue or Julie.

Earn $500- $100 w e e t o stuffing
envelopes. For details -RU^H $ 1.00
with SASE to: GROUP FIVE 57
Greentree Drive, Suite 307 Dover,
DE 19901

The Star Theatre is now hire for
partime 2nd shift and fulltime 3rd.
Ideal for college students. Apply
after 4pm at the Star Theatre located
in the Manufacture's Marketplace.

ner of 13th + Lincoln, Mon. 10-7;
Tues. + Fri. 10-4; Sat. 10-2

HEY CINDERELLA! Congratulations to you and your mice on your
latest success. What size was that
slipper anyways? I hope this Prince
is better than the last one and that he
treats you the way a princess should
be treated. I know he's definitely
much better lookin'. Good Providence to you always, and remember
to wear your seatbelt when you're
crusin' in that pumpkin, I heard those
mice arc some crazy drivers.

HEY MY SISTER , CAN I BORAttn: Hope Students off campus in
ROW SOME OF YOUR HEYChicago, Philly, New York City, or
Conscious
Wave
Surf
and
Sunglass
SOUL CLASSICS? I hope that leg
abroad: Are you looking for an off
Shop
in
the
West
Shore
Mall
is
of yours is almost all healed up-and
campus apartment for Spring Sehiring
please
apply
in
person.
Ask
I know that you'll have no problem
mester? Well, we have an upper
for
Maik
or
John.
396-1326
catching up- know why? Cause
level, 2 bedroom, one bath, living
you're smart, good lookin'! I love
room, kitchen, storage room, and
front porch apartment ready to rent COLD WEATHER IS COMING! you very much and I am Glad I came
out in January. It is located close Need that extra sweater or coat? here with you. I just hope we can
enough to campus that you can bike, Check us out- we'reclose to campus. survive a Michigan winter. Can you
say mas frio huevos? I knew you
but far enough that you won't feel
could.— Your Kindred Sibling
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Continued from page 5
Guitarist Larry Malfroid performed several pieces by Robert de
Visee, Henry Purcell and Fernando
Sor. His performance was refined
and enchanting, and he played with
delicate precision and omate style.
Benjamin Britten's "Phantasy

Vcacf}c5

Quartet for Oboe and Strings" ended
the program. Gail Wamaar, oboe,
Mihai Craioveanu, violin, Deborah
Craioveanu, viola, and Robert
Ritsema, cello, displayed rare compatibility as a quartet Britten's orchestration pushed each instrument

to its extreme register. His piece
seemed sometimes bold and majestic and suddenly sorrowful or enchanting. Britten revealed his talent
of stripping music to its barest.
In addition to the faculty's fine
performing, Antoinette Cole('95).

Tickets; $6 at the door
and at Meyer Music House
(located on 8th St.)

Ta^e the first step to
Specials
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392
Medium Pizza

Large Pizza

Hand tossed or thin crust
with 1 topping
and 2 pops

Hand tossed or thin crust
with 1 topping
and 4 pops

$6.99 plus tax
392-1818

$ 8 . 9 9 plus tax

392-1818

a dazzling new too^
Step intoftventuraStudio
Aventura is a full service salon featuring:
•Contemporary and Professional Hair Styling for
men & Women
•Manicures and Acrylic Nails
•Beard and Mustache Care
•Color Treatments
•Eyebrow Waxing • Ear piercing
•Perms • Sun Glitz

\
1
| 'Bring in this ad in and rtdtvt $5 off \
I
any strviu througf. 9{pvem6er \
also,
get your Student Discount Card J

PIZZA PARLOR

Also

Tuesday Night is

Our staff of professionals is dedicated to providing
clients with the best quality salon care.
Let us help you create the new look you've always
wanted!

HOPE COLLEGE NIGHT!
8pm.-Close

S3U.

PITCHERS ONLY $2.75
with Hope I D .
A l s o DISCOUNTS ON PIZZA with Hope I D .

T H O U G H T F U L HAIR CARE
208 S. River, Holland

Village Inn • 934 Washington • 392-1818

392—2828
Walk-Ins Welcome
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Sing
Continued from page 1
"The Lion Sleeps Tonight" to some
that were very polished like Dana
Underwood ('96) and Allison Coins
('94) rendition of "Closer to Fine."
There were a great deal of highlights during the evening including
Cory Williams ('95) original song
about the season of fall entitled
"Opening." In this performance
Williams combined his deep voice
with beautiful piano music to create
a strong and vibrant sound.

>

The mood picked up with the Joshi's performance of "Mommie
Cosmo's fine performance of "No Back" and "Amazing Grace." Both
Rain/Dear Mr. Fantasy." The best performances were full of emotion
part of this act was the appearance and feeling.
"Hookedon Sonyx" took us again
of Diik Hollebeek ('95), as he was
back
to the 70's, complete with wigs
sporting the most amazing sea-foam
green polyester leisure suit, complete and bell-bottoms. These guys were
with a gold butterfly medalliou and very funny and they could dance
pretty well too.
white patent leather oxfords.
Congratulations are in order for
More serious performances included Law and Bronkema's beau- all of the people who were involved
tiful rendition of "Always" and in this event. Way to go!
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HARVEST WEEK CELEBRATION!!!

'A
NOVEMBER 1 - 5 IS

>

HARVEST WEEK

4

A T THE

KLETZ SNACK BAR!!

CRISIS INTERVENTION
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
FORTHE'HELP-LINE
396-HELP
-School Credits Available
-Training Begins February 18th in Holland
-Become a Trained Crisis Intervention
Counselor and Grow While You Help Others
The Help-Line is a crisis intervention hotline which provides
confidential 24 hour telephone counseling, referral and
information services to callers who are facing problems in such
areas as : alcoholism, depression, suicide, loneliness, divorce,
health, family, legal, unemployment, spouse abuse, rape, or
whatever is troubling them.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL THE HELP-LINE AT
396-HELP

Y

'}

W E ' R E BUSY PREPARING A SPECIAL
WEEK LONG MENU OF HARVEST TIME FAVORITES
SUCH AS:
—ROASTPORK
—PUMPKIN PIE
—CARMEL APPLES
—CIDER
—DONUTS
ALSO, BE SURE TO STOP BY
ANDVISIT OUR FARMER'S MARKET!! PURCHASE
APPLE CIDER, DONUTS AND MORE TO TAKE
HOME OR BACK TO YOUR OFFICE.
GAMES AND PRZES EVERYDAY DURING
HARVEST WEEK!!
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Arts & Entertainment
SAC movie Fri.-Sun., Oct 22-24, What's Love Got to Do With it?, Fri. and
Sat. 7,9:30 and 12 nightly, Sun. 6 p.m.
Knickerbocker Theatre Oct. 15-21, Two Mikes Don't Make a Wright, 7 and 9 nightly
Oct. 25-Nov. 4, December Bride nightly 7 p.m. and 9 nightly
Ait Exhibition Oct. 8-Nov. 21, "Art as Activist," DePree Art Gallery
Theatre Perfoimance Fri.-Sat, Oct. 22-23, "Love, Loss and a lot of Laughter," 6
p.m.. Studio Theatre
Dance Performance Sat., Oct. 23, Arieal Dance Company, 8 p.m., Knickerbocker
Theatre
French Club Movie Thu., Oct. 21, La Cage Aux Folles, 8 p.m., French House

Campus Events
Seminac Thu., Oct 21, "A Christian Theology of Other Faiths," Dr.
Diogenes AUen, 11 a.m., VanderWerf 102
Thu., Oct 21, "Risky Business: Drinking & Dating in the
*90's," Lisa Thomson Ross, 11 a.mM Peale B27
Fri., Oct 22, "The role of ras proteins in mast cell function,"
2:30 p.m., Peale B50
Fri., Oct. 22, "Natural and Designed BioCatalysts," 3:30 p.m.,
Pe*leB27
Fri., Oct. 22, "A Defense of A Proir Knowledge," 4 p.m.,
Lubbers 101
Preparing Your Resume Wed., Oct. 20,7 p.m., DePreee 132, Call x7950
Skills for Successful Interviewing Thu., Oct.21, 11 a.m., DePree Cook Aud., Call x7950 to
register
Career Planning and the Humanities Tue., Oct 26,7 p.m., Maas Conf., Call x7950 to register
Student-led Prayer Meeting Wed., Oct. 20,7 a.m., Maas Conf.
Chapel Wonhip " /
Wed., Oct. 20, Prayer Vigil opening service, 11 a.m.. Pine

f
Grove
Dedication of the Erika Bmbaker Memorial Tree Sat., Oct. 23,10 a.m., behind Lubbers, near "Sundog'
Sculpture
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Student Organizations
Sign Language Gub Tues., 8 p.m. in Voorhees Basement, Maas rm.
Fellowship of Christian Students Mon., 9 p.m. in Maas Auditorium
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Fri., 8:30 in Otte rm., Phelps Hall
Students for Christ Tues. 9 p.m. in Maas Conference rm.
Debate Team Mon., 7-9 p.m. in Lubbers 103
Forensics Association Mon. 9 p.m. in Lubbers 103 (Call Alspach x7594)
ACOA - (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Tues. 9 p.m. Sligh building rm. 201 - Contact
Darell Schregardus (x7945)
BACCHUS (alcohol education) Thurs., 8:30 p.m., Haworth im., Phelps. All welcome.
Environmental Issues Group Wed., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 103
Amnesty International Wed., 8 p.m. in Barber rm., Phelps
Student Congress Thurs., 9:30 p.m. in Maas Conference rm. Public
welcome
Nurses Christian Fellowship Hope-Calvin Nuning Students; Thurs. 3:30 p.m. in Calvin
North Hall rm. 268
PRIDE Sun. 8 p.m.. Snow Auditorium; caU Jeremy (x6496) for
info
Womens Issues Orginization Tues., 4:30 p.m., in WI Center, Chapel Basement
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